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Letters of Intent to Enroll as a CCN Received as
of September 2nd
DHH has received Letters of Intent from the following entities to enroll in
Louisiana Medicaid as a CCN-Prepaid Provider:
AmeriGROUP—Regions 1, 2, 3, 9
Aetna Better Health—All 9 Regions; statewide
Louisiana Health Connections—All 9 Regions; statewide
The names of entities who have submitted a Letter of Intent to enroll as a CCN
will be posted on the Making Medicaid Better website under Letters of Intent
link, along with the name of a person that providers may contact to express their
interest in joining the CCN’s provider network.

Useful CCN Links
Making Medicaid Better

The CCN Web site for enrollees, providers
and potential CCNs

CCN Document Library

A repository for all CCN documents and
resources

Contact Us
www.MakingMedicaidBetter.com

Clarification
Regarding
Department
Insurance Licensing of CCNs

of

DHH has confirmed with the Louisiana Department of Insurance (LDI) that DOI
will not be considering “network adequacy” as part of their licensing process.
Determination of network adequacy will be made by DHH as the last step in the
Readiness Review process.
DHH and DOI are working on a simple and straightforward Memorandum of
Understanding that will clearly state what LDI will do (which will be limited to
financial solvency and licensing) and that DHH will be responsible for other
regulation, including the determination of network adequacy.

coordinatedcarenetworks@la.gov

CCN Provider Credentialing
Credentialing of network providers is an important prerequisite to the
determination of network readiness. In addition, only credentialed providers
may be listed in the CCN’s provider directory. DHH will consider any
providers currently enrolled in Louisiana Medicaid to already meet the
credentialing requirements for the purposes of determining network
sufficiency and listing in the provider directory.

Revision Has Been Made to CCN-P APPENDIX F
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– Attestation of Provider Network Submissions
DHH has revised Appendix F (Attestation of Provider Network Submissions) of
the CCN-P Policy & Procedure Guide and changed the wording of the
attestation to “future tense”. The revision has been revised in the current
posting on the website.
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